The subject of the dissertation are subjective changes as part of the modernization of public administration in Poland. Taking of the subject matter stems from noticing a continuous process of modernization of public space. Subjective changes in public administration leading to new consequences, imply the need for continued analysis and diagnosis of events. The intention of the dissertation in addition to describing and explanation of the changes is to present the concept of forecasts concerning the direction of subjective changes in the administration and the ways in which attempts to come to this objective.

The main area of interest of the author are changes in administration in Poland since the political transformation at the turn of 1989/1990 to the end of 2012, together with the permanently ongoing process of change that has occurred over the years. The fact of raising a few topics in the dissertation relating to prior periods results from a requirement delineation historical framework and tracing the origins of the processes taking place in administration today. Without a historical overview the dissertation would not be complete, no reference to the past, would make it impossible to present all of the changes as a continuous process of evolution administration.

The research problem of this dissertation is to provide answers to questions about ongoing subjective changes in public administration that are part of its modernization and finding support it in acts of positive law, literature, and in the author's own thoughts.

The essence of the dissertation is also noticing the matter of the political decision-making, their determinants and mechanisms of modernizing the administration in accordance with the political doctrines of specific environments. The study focuses on the relationships between the political authorities of central government, central and decentralized administrations, as well as public administration and private environments are increasingly fulfill tasks, and sometimes - under the Act - performing administrative functions in the specified range.

Aspiration is deeply analysis of political phenomena occurring at different levels of the system and showing the evolution of public space for subjective changes together with an analysis of their impact on the qualitative shape of the government and its public perception.

Aim of the study includes a multi-level, multi-stakeholder and multi-faceted changes in the entire administration and puts the task of proving the thesis that modernization, based on subjective changes input to the administration, contributes to the growth of its quality, both in terms of the provision of his services as the positive changes taking place inside her. It should be noted that the intention was to show - the causal relationships - a process.